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The material turn:

• The theoretical movement emphasizing objects, instruments and embodiments involved in 
organizations and organizing and the ontologies underpinnings theories about organizations and 
organizing. (see e.g. Latour, 2007; de Vaujany and Mitev, 2016).



Becoming a sociomaterial researcher

• Grounded in a relational or becoming ontology 

• A view of the social and the material as 
entangled with and thus, deeply co-
constitutive of, agentic action and 
organizational realities (Orlikowski, 2007; Orlikowski & Scott, 

2008, 2013; Scott & Orlikowski, 2014). 

• In this view, agency is not given in advance of 
action in a cause-and-effect relationship. 
Rather, agency is constantly forming and 
transforming from within the action itself (Barad, 
2007; Ingold, 2016). 
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Lebanese tented settlements



Ethnographic approach

• Understand particular actions or events in relation to the cultural 
context. 

• Deeds done as well as words used

• How they interact with one another, and with their social and cultural 
environment

• What is not said as much as what is said

• Language, and symbols, rituals and shared meanings that populate our world









Entity Oriented
Stream 2: Emergent Process

• Shifts the focus from finding what 
determinants explain variance in 
observed outcomes toward searching 
for explanations of how and why 
those observed outcomes occur

• Change is understood as a dialectic 
process of interactions between 
technologies, specific meanings, 
actions, structures, cultures, and so 
forth over time (Barley 1986; DeSanctis and Poole 
1994; Markus and Robey 1988; Orlikowski 1992; Robey 
and Boudreau 1999). 



Leonardi, 2011 Hultin & Mähring, 2014



From socio-material to sociomaterial

• “The position here taken arguably prevents the authors from actually making the contribution 

that they seek to make. Indeed, without viewing materiality as integral to human experience – i.e., 

sensemaking as a sociomaterial performance (making sense with technology, not making sense of 

technology) – how is the sociomaterial lens helpful in understanding “the active role of materiality 

in constituting our thoughts and actions”?

• … 

• As this appears to be the key contribution of the paper and a contribution that is set to fill an 

important gap in a, I find this not only problematic but also puzzling.”



Process Orientation: 
Stream 3: Relational Enactment

• Foreground the ongoing relational 
enactments of actors/entities in 
practice
• Actor–Network Theory (ANT)

• Social practice theories 

• Post-humanist practice lenses

• Performativity of practices: the 
iterative reconfiguring of possibilities 
for actors to act and become enacted 
in certain ways. 



Which stream do you work within?



The spatialization of time

• Studies often foreground spatial 
rather than temporal 
relationality

• Time becomes enacted as a 
separate dimension of reality

• Foreground purposeful action 
and background the temporal 
flow of everyday work practices 
through which actors are 
conditioned to act in certain 
ways. 



Process Orientation
Stream 4: Temporal Becoming

• Studies explicitly draw from process 
philosophies: reality is change rather 
than things that change 

• Foreground the historically contingent 
flows of action along which 
actors/entities are always in the 
making

• Action prefigures and configures
actors



From Points in a Network to 
Lines in a Meshwork

• Rather than seeing people as actors, as 
fixed points on a line, people are lines 
themselves, in constant movement, 
intersection, and divergence. 

• A point is always a point of origin. But a 
line of becoming has neither beginning 
nor end. (Ingold, 2007, 2011, 2015).





From Interaction to Correspondence



Tracing lines or connecting
points?

What are your experiences/thoughts? 





• Shift focus from the actors and their 
spatial interactions to the temporal 
flow of practices. 

• It is not doctors and nurses that make 
sense of the board…

• … rather, it is the flow of sociomaterial
practices that enacts positions from 
which doctors and nurses sense 
certain practices as more appropriate.



• We are able to focus our account on 
the temporal unfolding of these 
practices and on how certain practices 
condition the possibilities for other 
practices along the flows.

• Not just one flow but multiple 
corresponding flows! 

• A shift from following actors
to following the temporal flow of
practices



Tracing the flow

• Assuming flow/lines as starting point invites us to formulate research 
questions that aim at revealing the dynamics of conditions of 
possibility for action along the flows of different IS phenomena. 
• Which are the flows of practices that correspond to produce this 

phenomenon? 

• What are their contingent histories and directionalities?

• Why and how did they correspond in the manner that they did?

• How did that significant moment of correspondence come about? 

• What were the temporal qualities of the storylines that coalesced to produce 
it? 



Tracing lines or connecting
points?

What are your experiences/thoughts? 
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